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Document Management System 
Concepts

● This document describes the electronic Document Management System used by Hartlepool Aspire Trust.

● The following concepts are important to understanding the system:
o Document:  the basic record describing a document - title, document number, document type etc.   A document can 

have multiple revisions, which are different version s of the document.
o Document Type:  High level type of document - Policy, Procedure, Form, Record.
o Document Sub-Type: second level of document type - could be Finance, HR etc.
o Revision:  A record describing a particular version of a document - it has a major revision number, which is the 

revision number of the issued document.   It can also have a minor revision number, which is used for draft versions 
between major revisions.    A revision is approved by associating it with an approval route list.   Only one Revision of a 
document can be at ‘Approved’ status.   If a new revision is approved, the previous one goes to ‘ Superseded’ status.

o Route List:  A route list describes the review and approval of a document revision by a number of people.   Each 
reviewer can either approve or reject the revision.    The revision is approved for issue once all of the reviewers on the 
route list have approved it.



Work Flow - New Document

Author creates document record 
for new document.

Author Creates major revision for 
new document.

Author Attaches new document 
file to the revision.

Author Creates a Route List for 
review and approval of the 
document.

Author Submits Route List for 
Approval.

Reviewers read the document, 
and either approve or reject it.

Author Creates minor revision for 
document.

Author Cheks-Out document and 
edits it to address reviewers 
comments, then checks it into 
hdms.

Document Approved, and 
appears to all users as the latest 
issued version.

Rejected

Approved



Work Flow - Existing Document

Author Creates major revision for 
new document.

Author Cheks-Out document and 
edits it to make required 
changes, then checks it into 
hdms.

Author Creates a Route List for 
review and approval of the 
document.

Author Submits Route List for 
Approval.

Reviewers read the document, 
and either approve or reject it.

Author Creates minor revision for 
document.

Author Cheks-Out document and 
edits it to address reviewers 
comments, then checks it into 
hdms.

Document Approved, and 
appears to all users as the latest 
issued version.

Rejected

Approved



Work Flow - Route Lists

Author Identifies required 
reviewers and approvers based 
on document type.

Author Creates a new route list 
which includes all of the required 
reviewers and approvers.

Author Submits route list - this 
notifies the reviewers that the 
document is ready for review.

Reviewer reads document, and 
either approves or rejects 
change.   Reviewer adds notes to 
route list entry to explain reasons 
for approval or rejection.

Author is notified of 
review/approval status.

If all entries on route list are set 
to Approved, the document 
revision is approved.

If any of the entries on the rout 
list are set to Rejected, the 
document revision is rejected, 
and the author must create a new 
minor revision to address the 
issues.



Data Structure

Documents List
Document 1
Document 2
…
…
…
…
Document n

Revisions List
Document 1, 
Revision 1_1 - Superseded
…
Document 1,
Revision 2_1 - Rejected
Revision 2_2 - Approved
….
Document 1
Revision 3_1 - Draft

Route List 1 - Approved

Route List 2 - Rejected

Route List 3 - Approved

Current Approved Version is Rev 2_2

Latest Draft in Preparation is Rev 3_1



File Structure

Data Files Folder

Data_files_folder/1
= Document 1 data.

Data_files_folder/2
= Document 2 data.

Data_files_folder/3
= Document 3 data.

Data_files_folder/2/1
= Document 2 Major Revision 1 data

Data_files_folder/2/2
= Document 2 Major Revision 2 data

Data_files_folder/2/1/1
= Document 2 Revision 1_1
Contents:  
<filename> - native format file
<filename.pdf> - issued format file (pdf)
<filename.zip> - extra files associated with document.
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